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Guide to the FLOAT
Cards for Writers
A M Carley

CONGRATULATIONS!
Now that you’re the owner of a deck of FLOAT Cards for
Writers, help yourself to this Guide, created just for you. You’ll
nd ideas and suggestions for how to use the cards: by
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yourself, in groups, and in the classroom, workshop, or
seminar setting.
Some Context for FLOAT
Let FLOAT Cards for
Writers provide thoughtprovoking, bite-sized sources
of inspiration – and
intervention – to get the
creative juices owing again.

As humans, each of us navigates a continuum of need, from
mistrustful isolation to immersive, universal connection. We
can get stuck between the hardwired human urges toward – as
well as away from – connectedness with others (and even the
cosmos).
Looking at our connectedness paradox in this light, it becomes
easier to empathize with a human, invested in their creative
project, surging toward the joy of making something new and
ne to enrich the lives of others – and at the same time
scrambling self-protectively for the back of the cave, as far
away as possible from sharing, trusting, or seeking an
audience. It’s not always easy to negotiate a middle way, when
you’re in the grips of those powerful, opposed, impulses!
Shame, fear, and anxiety can blind us to our own renewable
resources of wisdom and good sense. The FLOAT Approach
invites your wise self to speak up and be heard. Any time you
need a boost, let FLOAT Cards for Writers provide thoughtprovoking, bite-sized sources of inspiration – and intervention
– to get the creative juices lowing again.
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Using the FLOAT Cards

Solo Practice
Spur of the Moment
Keep your FLOAT Cards in a favorite bowl, box, or other
container. As you walk past, draw one randomly and pause a
moment to take it in. Replace it, and get on with your day.

Desk Resource
Make it a practice to draw a card when you prepare to begin
writing. Use the message to help you align to your purpose for
the writing session.

Groups or Pairs
Card Array
Spread the cards out, face-down, on a table, loor, tree stump,
or other surface. Allow time for each person to choose a card
and consider its use in that moment. Open the discussion to
sharing any insights. Optionally include time for individual
and/or collaborative note-taking or creative work.

Dyad • One Card
Spread the cards out and have one person in a pair select a
card. Allow a few minutes for each person to study the
message and consider its use in that moment. Then open the
conversation to sharing each person’s interpretation, and
collaborating on insights and deriving ideas and/or
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plans. Optionally include time for individual and/or
collaborative note-taking.

Dyad • Two Cards
Both persons select a card. Allow a few minutes for each
person to study the message and consider its use in that
moment. Then open the conversation to sharing each person’s
interpretation of their card. Switch cards and repeat the
process. Optionally include time for individual and/or
collaborative note-taking. Optionally include time for
paired collaboration on insights and ideas and/or plans
derived from the practice.

Buddy System
FLOAT Cards for Writers can
be used solo, in dyads, and
writer groups, as well as in
classrooms, workshops, and
seminars.

Apply any of the Dyad guidelines to ongoing sessions with an
accountability buddy. Help each other keep going on creative
projects by using the FLOAT Cards regularly, to spur
conversation, and invite new ideas.

Classrooms, Workshops, and Seminars
Open
Facilitator/Teacher allows random selection of the relevant
cards by students/participants. A ter using any of the above
practices, or applying one you create (yourself, or in
collaboration with the group), open the discussion and guide
it as appropriate. Optionally include time for individual and/or
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collaborative note-taking. Optionally invite written feedback
or creative output from students/participants.

Focused
Facilitator/Teacher pre-selects the relevant cards and o fers
them to students/participants. Direct the discussion as
appropriate. Optionally include time for individual and/or
collaborative note-taking. Optionally invite written feedback
or creative output from students/participants.

Deep
Use the FLOAT Cards as an on-ramp to the tools and FLOAT
Approach as introduced in the FLOAT book (see below). Half of
the 52 cards are distilled from Tools in the FLOAT book. (The
other half are culled from the words of wise experts.)

Refreshment
Keep your FLOAT Cards in a favorite bowl, box, or other
container. As participants/students enter or exit the space,
o fer them a moment to draw one randomly, pause to take it
in, replace it, and begin or close your session.

Writer Groups
Apply any of the Groups or Pairs guidelines to your writer
group’s agenda, as part of regular meetings, and at group
retreats. Optionally share your individual experiences of using
the FLOAT Cards in Solo Practice as well.
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Add Your Ideas
Combine these methods, and create your own. More uses and
applications for the FLOAT Cards will reveal themselves as you
spend time with them. Keep notes so you can expand your
repertoire.

Craving more inspiration?
Visit the FLOAT Support and Inspiration pages on the Anne
Carley Creative website for more ideas, resources for great
writing prompts, etc.

The FLOAT Cards for Writers are based on the
book by A M Carley

FLOAT • Becoming
Unstuck for Writers is a
desk reference and source
of creative tools for
becoming unstuck.
One reader calls it “a great
coach to have hanging
around your writing desk,
especially when the
muses are playing hide
and seek.”
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Another reader says, “The FLOAT process leads you quickly to
and through an analysis of what you might need in a given
stuck/blocked moment. Once that personal, internal
clari cation is complete, you then choose a tool to work with.”
And here’s a recommendation from another happy reader: “If
you are a writer or want to write, you need this little volume on
your desk. Period. You should read about one tool before you
sit down to write. Every day.”
Pick up copies of FLOAT • Becoming Unstuck for Writers for
yourself and the writers in your life. Get yours from Central
Virginia booksellers including Baine’s Books in Scottsville and
Appomattox, and New Dominion Bookshop in Charlottesville.
The paperback is at Bookshop and Amazon. The ebook version
of FLOAT is available here and here.
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